Broadband access service, including FTTH, is now in widespread use in Japan. More than half of the households that have broadband Internet access construct local area networks (home networks) in their homes. In addition, information appliances such as personal computers, networked audio, and visual devices and game machines are connected to home networks, and many novel service applications are provided via the Internet. However, it is still difficult to install and incorporate these devices and services because networked devices have been developed in different communities. I briefly explain the current status of information appliances and home networking technologies and services and discuss some of the problems in this and their solutions.
Introduction
Services featuring always on Internet access using broadband access such as ADSL and FTTH are now popular in Japan. As these infrastructures have spread, many kinds of information appliances including personal computers (PCs), digital AV (Audio and Visual) devices, and highly functional mobile phones have also become popular. Now, novel home network services using these devices are attracting attention in the market. For example, there are now home security and home automation systems that consist of combinations of information appliances and sensor devices. Network architecture and protocols indispensable for the interactions between these devices are gradually being standardized. However, there are still several problems that prevent smooth, easy collaboration between information appliances and generating flexible home network services. In general, information appliances in a home are roughly categorized into three groups. The first is IT (Information Technology) devices, which include telecom devices, mobile phones and PCs and their components. The second group is digital AV devices, which are digital audio and video devices and networked broadcast terminals such as STBs (Set Top Boxes) and TV sets. The last group is so-called "white goods" such as air conditioners, microwaves, refrigerators, and so on. These devices developed by various industry groups independently have been and are therefore subject to many different standards and protocols. What's worse, appliance vendors prefer proprietary products.
The latest trends in information appliances and home network services and their current problems are briefly presented. After that, some technical approaches to resolving the problems and the ongoing standardization and the bodies responsible are discussed. These technologies and standards are constantly evolving, and by the time this paper is published, the information presented here may be out of date. Therefore, to aid interested readers get the most up-to-date information, a list of the alliances and standardization bodies in the field is attached at the end of this paper.
Latest Trends in Information Appliances and Home Network Services
In this section, latest trends in appliances and home networks are introduced. Mainly, user demand for home services and existing problems are described.
Definition of Information Appliance
The New Energy and Industrial Technology Development Organization (NEDO) [1] has defined network appliance as an appliance that has the capability to connect to networks such as the Internet. In general meaning, they include socalled "digital IT devices" such as computer systems and mobile phones, and home appliances connected to some network. Therefore, we can call them "networked appliances." In considering home network services, we should take account of other devices that can be connected to networks, such as networked sensors for home security and telemetry. Of course, the latest game machines, which have network interfaces, must also be included. Figure 1 shows the current status of these devices and home networks. IT and AV and amusement devices can be connected to LANs using Ethernet or WiFi, but there are few protocols for collaboration. Other devices are connected to their own independent networks. such as crime (burglar etc.) and fire prevention, which has been provided by security companies for several years using PSTN. The latest trend in this field is the movement toward connection to the Internet. In addition, device vendors are now selling lightweight security systems using web-cameras and wireless sensors. This kind of system is called a selfsecurity system and uses the Internet as its network and mobile phone for the user interface. This area of services, including disaster-prevention systems like earthquake alert services, is attracting attention in many business fields.
User Demand and Services
The second most popular service, health care services, is still being developed as a home network service because there are few biological sensors with network interfaces. In addition, the service itself will be subject to legal regulations. The third most popular service is called home automation or remote maintenance. The most popular example of this service is controlling air conditioners remotely using a mobile phone. Though this service is anticipated by both customers and of appliance vendors, it is not yet widely available. Only remote desktop control applications for PCs, firmware downloads, and upgrade services for some appliances are now available. Networking is especially limited in the field of white goods because of the conservative and cost-conscious business style of these manufacturers.
The fourth most popular service, controlling AV devices and amusement applications like video games is the most aggressively marketed area in home networking. The main reason to network AV devices is content sharing: putting content such as video, music, and pictures into a home server so off-site users can enjoy them using networked terminals. In this area, however, there is no consensus among stakeholders. Personal computer-related companies such as Intel, Microsoft, and Apple have their own vision of home networking, which differs from that of AV appliance vendors. What's worse, digital rights management is still a big problem.
Current Problems in Home Networking
Major problems preventing construction of useful and flexible home network services coordinating networked appli-ances include as follows.
(1) Installation -wiring -device configuration (2) Communication -communication among heterogeneous networks -communication among multi-vendor environments (3) Coordination -service coordination -service management
The first problem is how to install a network into a house (especially existing houses). Wiring is the important problem in the physical network layer. Then, various devices must be connected to the networks and some of these devices must be configured. If this operation is complex, consumers will not be able to do configure the networks. Some easy or userfriendly protocol must be developed. This is the problem in the link and network layer. Communication between heterogeneous networks and appliances is indispensable to providing convenient and flexible home network services. This will enable users to choose various vendors' networked appliances based on their preferences and needs. Currently, there are few standards and protocols to enable communication and collaboration between home appliances and devices from multiple vendors. This is the problem of session and presentation layers.
Finally, to build a highly functional service application using appliances and devices from multiple vendors, there must be a unified platform for developing service application software. For instance, imagine an interaction between a home security service and an AV service. When a motion sensor or camera detects someone in front of the house, the picture captured by the camera appears on the TV screen. The door sensor and the camera are for home security, and the TV is for entertainment. Even in this simple application, coordination between the security application and the entertainment application is required. A unified platform such as an OS or middleware must be developed.
Solutions and Approaches
In this section, some technologies and ongoing standardizations are presented. These will be the solutions to existing problems in the home network and services.
Current Possible Solutions
There are several problems preventing implementation of convenient and flexible home network services using various types of networked appliances and devices. In this section, I discuss the more promising solutions to these problems. These include particular technologies, protocol standards, and alliances between companies and industry groups. These represent the latest trends in home networking. First, the reference model of home network should be defined. Figure 2 shows the ITU-T J.190 model of a home network, which was issued in 2002 but remains a reasonable model even now. It separates home network and appliances into proprietary domains according to existing de-facto standards. It then groups them into IP capable domains. Finally, a gateway device coordinates them in a connected access network for the WAN such as the Internet.
In the latest trend, the TEL/FAX plane is connecting IP domain directories with VoIP technologies. In addition, current high-end AV appliances have network interfaces, so the AV plane will soon be able to directly join the IP domain. For some VoD (Video On Demand) services, dedicated STBs are still required. IPTV, which stands for digital TV broadcasting service and technologies using IP, is one of the latest keywords. IPTV technologies, which is discussed in some standardization bodies, might provide unified protocols in this field. For example, ITU-T Focus Group of IPTV is discussing several aspects of IPTV standards such as its architecture, QoS, security, end-system and management of network and contents. There is also the problem of collaboration between broadcasting and communication businesses. The home appliance plane includes white goods and various sensors for home security of telemetry (gas and water service, for example). This field still uses its own network and protocols, which is an industry consensus standard. In other words, this field is farthest from the IP domain, and some bridge device, for example "HC" in Fig. 2 , will be required.
There are so many industry consensus standards and de-facto standards in each business field that describing them is beyond the scope of this paper. Therefore, in this chapter, only a few major trends in this area are discussed briefly.
Physical Layer of Home Network
The first problem of establishing a network in a home is installation. Various network architectures and networking protocols have been proposed as the physical and link layer of a home network. For instance, there are IEEE802.3 (Ehternet), HDMI (High-Definition Multimedia Interface), Almost all computers and current game machines, and highend AV devices such as TV sets and HDD video recorders have this interface by default. Ethernet interface and network gears are mass produced and affordable. In addition, category 7 cable enables 10 GBASE-T communication; it has sufficient bandwidth. The latest "IT condominiums" have built-in Ethernet networks and have rooms with Ethernet ports as "information plugs."
However, in existing homes and old condominiums without network equipment except for phone lines, interroom wiring is a very difficult problem. Therefore, in Japan, wireless and PLC networking are attracting as lot of attention for the IP domain network. Table 1 shows existing standards of IEEE 802.11 wireless technologies. Now the devices of all of them are available from volume retailers at affordable prices. More high-speed wireless networking devices providing 100 Mbps communication based on the 802.11n standard using MIMO (Multiple Input Multiple Output) technology are being marketed, but the 802.11n is in draft status now. Table 2 shows the current standards for PLC technologies and their commercial products. These standards are not compatible. Another problem is electromagnetic leakage, which can disturb several existing wireless communications. There are also the problems of degradation of transmitting speed by various kinds of noise from other appliances (AC adaptors, hair dryers, etc.) and the complex topology of power lines in old houses. These are applications of PLC for in-house communication. Standardization of access networks is being discussed by the working group P1901 of the IEEE. This standard is called "BPL (Broadband over Power Line)." It includes physical and MAC (Media Access Control) layers of PLC. In addition, the proposals of the HomePlug Group and Matsushita Elec. were adopted by the working group. Therefore, the activities of IEEE P1901 should be watched.
IEEE1394 has been designed as the network for the AV plane. However, HDMI, which is mainly used for the connection between TV and video recorders, has begun to supersede it. For advanced applications such as content sharing in the AV and PC planes, networks and protocols in the IP domain are now being used, as explained in the next section.
Home security systems, which are the most popular application, use many kinds of wireless sensors, such as door and window sensors and fire alarm boxes. Low power radio networks have recently been used in home security systems; however, there is no unified standard. Zigbee technology is gaining attention as a possible standard for wireless communication within residential houses.
Digital Living Network Alliance (DLNA)
The number of vendors of digital information appliances joining DLNA [3] is increasing. There are currently around 250 companies in the alliance. In the AV and PC planes, the number of appliances that conform to DLNA standards is gradually increasing. DLNA is the body that formulates guidelines enabling interoperability and sharing of digital content between PCs, information alliances, and mobile devices. Figure 3 shows the building blocks of the guidelines. As shown in the figure, DLNA guidelines adopt UPnP (Universal Plug and Play) as a key part of the protocols. Therefore, the devices that conform to DLNA guidelines must have IP addresses (a interface with IP communication capability). The primary functions of this guideline are au- tomatic discovery and configuration of the devices and exchanging of digital content. DLNA ver.1.0 defines these basic protocols and platform architecture. Figure 4 shows an example of the operations based on the guidelines. DLNA ver.1.5, formulated in 2006, includes QoS architecture for streaming and a content protection mechanism using DTCP-IP. It is expected that digital AV appliances equipped with these new features will be on the market in a few years. In the future, the next version of DNLA will include the devices for automobiles and remote appliance control via wide area networks.
ECHONET
ECHONET [4] is a versatile and standard network system that enables users to easily control many home appliances. It is designed to build home networks that systematically enable energy, security management, and medical care at home. The ECHONET consortium was founded in 1997 to develop such a network. Now over 100 companies have joined this consortium. However, there are only ten appliance vendors with the capability to contribute technically to the consortium. Figure 5 shows ECHONET's proposed vision. As shown in the figure, the gateway has an important role in extending the home network to a WAN. Figure 6 shows the scope of ECHONET development. It has been implemented as a kind of middleware that covers from the physical layer to the application software of the network. Currently, ECHONET is the most promising network architecture candidate in the home appliance plane. However only air conditions are ECHONET-ready products in the market practically.
OSGi Service Platform
As shown in Fig. 2 , a home gateway device is the key to building a home network and the various services it links. Therefore home gateway must both act as a broadband router between LANs and WANs and act as a functional and flexible service gateway that can handle multiple protocols for communicating with various appliances, and coordinate service applications in each plane.
Open Services Gateway Initiative (OSGi) Alliance [5] is the body now developing specification and promotion of Java-based open and general-purpose software component technologies named "OSGi Service Platform." It was founded in 1999. There are now around 40 companies that are members of this alliance. Figure 7 shows the basic architecture of the OSGi Service Platform. In the platform, the software controlling appliances constructs modules called bundles. By downloading and updating these bundles via a network, control software for appliances is customized. The lifecycles of these bundles can be controlled indepen- dently of each other by the platform. Bundles can be installed, started, stopped and uninstalled according to the circumstances. Behavior of the bundles, such as accessing file systems (read/write) and operating sockets, can be restricted using pre-defined configurations. This restriction enforces the security of the platform. OSGi is specified as JSR291 by the Java community. Figure 8 shows an example of the use of OSGi as middleware for a home gateway [6] . Various service applications can be constructed in the home gateway downloading and combining bundles from service providers. The bundles execute the home security application program, home automation, and so on. Therefore, the OSGi service platform enables construction of flexible and programmable home gateway that can handle heterogeneous home networks and appliances as sown in Fig. 8 . OSGi middleware is penetrating several field of industry, such as bill control, factory automation, office automation, car navigation system, and, of course, home networking.
Conclusion
This paper discussed the latest trends in home networking technologies and the problems associated with these trends. Various commercial products and services for next generation home networking have recently been marketed. However, from the viewpoint of their underlying technologies and standards, they are still not standardized. Various al-liances and standardizing bodies are now active in this area. We should keep watching their activities. For reader's reference, URLs and relationship between some of alliances and bodies are attached in an appendix.
